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Issues faced 

What was the problem/issue solved with the good practice? 

  

Tea is one of the most representative food cultures in Taiwan. Freshly brewed coffee has also 
developed into the primary commodity of convenience stores. Take-out tea (hand shaker) is an 
integral part of our life. According to statistics, in 2020, the national Nearly 4 billion single-use 
beverage cups are used, generating 47,000 metric tons of waste, not counting bottled water 
use. 
Sun Moon Lake is a famous tourist attraction in Taiwan, where black tea is mainly grown. Our 
tourism industry includes hotels, restaurants, souvenir shops, tourist farms, theme parks, tea 
plantations, cafes, etc. We have both 5-star hotels and individual studios in the area. As a 
destination tourism management unit, we aim to fulfil our goal of facilitating local tourism 
development by designing innovative themes focusing on features of different seasons to 
attract tourists from various parts of the country to Sun Moon Lake. 
With the surge in the number of tourists, the trash the visitors leave behind drastically 
increases. The major categories of this waste include disposable tableware, beverage cup, 
travel toothbrush and toothpaste, etc. Suppose it's after a significant event, other than the 
waste the visiting tourists create. In that case, we have to consider the waste the staff creates 
during their stay. These are all problems that need to be dealt with for Sun Moon Lake, not to 
mention the time and the extra cost required to pick them up. In other words, these disposable 
products people paid for became waste at the end of their trips, and the shop owners or the 
management units have to pay to get rid of the waste, as a destination that promotes low-
carbon travel. Our challenge is to find a way to reduce tourism trash and waste and save the 
energy consumed in handling them. 
We've been doing lake cleanups with volunteers in September every year. Last year, a large 
area of the lake bottom was exposed due to the drought, which raised awareness to the public 
about the severe impact of climate change. This year, we want everyone to be more conscious 
of reducing the use of disposable items during travel.We cooperate with stores with 
sustainable concepts in the area and use the help of technology to record tourists' changing 
habits, borrow recyclable cups or bring their cups to the water point for use, and count the 
amount of waste reduced by these small changes. Provide a reference for our destination 
management unit to adjust sustainable measures for the three major themes in the 
future,Theme 1:Destination Management, Theme 3:Environment & Climate, and Theme 5 
Social Well-Being respectively. 
With the people's will, we expect to build Sun Moon Lake into a more sustainable attraction. 

DESCRIBE YOUR GOOD PRACTICE STORY 
Address each aspect of your good practice story in the different sections being 
specific including relevant quantitative and qualitative information. 



 
Methods, steps and tools applied 



 

A/Methods 
1.We think from the source, observe consumer behaviour patterns, and consider possible 

alternatives. 
2. We guide operators to provide recycling services and cultivate consumers to develop the habit 

of self-preparation, repetition and less use. 
3. 3. We combined the application of 3C technology. We quickly inquired about the nearby points 

that could be borrowed and returned, increasing consumers' willingness to use them. 
4. We continue to exert our sustainable influence so that local business players are willing to change 

and begin to support plastic reduction with actions to expand further and influence more 
consumers to join the change. 

B/Steps 
We set key points for our mission depending on the two types of subjects: 
1.Encourage industry players in the region to participate and practice together. We held seminars 

in different areas at the beginning of the year for them in the hope they would understand how 
this might impact them and offered action plans in which they could choose whether to 
participate this year. Then, we held operation seminars for each action plan so that the business 
owners could understand the tools, operational process, each action plan, various action records 
and the waste reduction plan the operator can implement. In addition, we also actively let those 
willing to start have a clear common goal. Through accumulated experience in various 
cooperation, we will continuously optimize the content of the joint practice plan and exert each 
other's influence in Sun Moon Lake. 

2.Stimulate foreign tourists to reflect and guide tourists to make changes: we held a sustainability 
exhibition for the tourists to understand how the “borrowing” and “returning” impacted the 
environment and introduced them to the sustainability actions we were taking, including reusable 
rental cups, free drinking water stations, bring-your-own-tableware campaign, etc. 

C/tools 
1.Circular Cup Rental Station: We cooperate with the circular cup system provider, with four visitor 

centres and 16 participating operators, to provide circulating cups' borrowing and returning 
service. Every circular cup has its ID, so the renter can check the locations of rental points in the 
region and how many circular cups are available for rental through the Line app on their phone. 
The system provider can check the number of cups across different rental points, how many cups 
are in each point that needs to be brought back and cleaned, the life footprint of each cup, etc. 

2.Free Drinking Water Station: We used the app to mark the locations of 48 stores willing to provide 
free drinking water and four visitor centres. Other than that, we gave business owners logo 
stickers that they could stick on the entrance. That way, the tourists can find businesses that offer 
drinking water for free quickly with our logo without having to buy bottled waters. Let tourists 
consciously reduce the generation of disposable waste. 

3.Good Travel Seal certification: Joined forces with businesses willing to participate in the GTS and 
propose their waste reduction action plans, as well as trying to find room for improvement in their 
business operation and eliminate the problem from the source. Together, we will keep this place 
clean and achieve waste reduction goals. 



 
How was the good practice implemented? 

Key success factors 

What helped you tackle the issues? 

Lessons learned 

While implementing the Good Practice what challenges were faced, and how were they overcome? 

Results, achievements and recognitions 

This plan has just been initiated this year and is currently ongoing. We will need some more 
time to monitor the feedback, but we think the keys to getting the plan started were: 
1.We began with user habits. After observing the behaviours of the tourists, we decided to 
integrate 3C tools to encourage them to bring their reusable cups or borrow one from a 
rental station. By tracking the footprints of these reusable cups, we raised awareness 
among the consumers about actively reducing the usage of disposable products and 
reducing the amount of waste ultimately over time. 
2.We use cups of general specifications, which are convenient for distribution and increase 
the use of circular cups. Completely record the footprint of each circular cup from birth to 
death, allowing consumers to reduce the use of disposable tableware consciously, and the 
system will also provide quick feedback values to let consumers know their waste reduction 
results. 
3. Let more stakeholders take the initiative to join the practice, cooperate in planning green 
tourism package products, and at the same time combine with local cultural tours to make 
tourists know about local culture and friendly purchasing. 

1.During the pandemic, consumers are more concerned about whether the tableware they 
use is safe and hygienic. To gain the consumers’ trust, the backend management of the 
reusable cups needs to be spotless. Our first challenge will be how to change the tourists’ 
habits from the past and encourage them to travel responsibly. 

2.Our second challenge is how to help the tourists realize how much trash they are creating 
in the process of travelling and how this results in a series of negative impacts (e.g. 
additional travelling cost, waste problem, negative attraction image, clean-up cost, etc.). 
Increasing sustainability awareness among the tourists and facilitating behavioural 
transformation in them - such as a principle shift in purchases during the travel to benefit 
the destination’s sustainability - are also a part of the challenge. 



 

We are delighted that the SUP operator is not only willing to start the change but also 
actively calls on the local operators. They are willing to participate in the change to work 
together and discuss various possibilities of selling green package tourism products in the 
future. After several discussions, the operators decided to launch a one-day tour product 
with the theme of "reducing waste". The tour has three main points: 1/ Get to know the 
local Thao traditional culture/ Make local food trays, 2 / Pick up the waste by the pool 
during the SUP experience / Exotic aquatic plants, 3 / Use recycled containers / Consciously 
reduce garbage. 
So far, they have held three echelons (held once a week), and more than 60 tourists have 
paid to participate. We have also completed the upload of the ICC data as a result of the 
cleaning of each echelon. Because Sun Moon Lake has never had any tourism products with 
the theme of waste reduction in the past, the quota was quickly filled after the registration 
was opened, giving the local business owners more confidence and imagination about 
sustainable tourism. 
This time the participating tourists have a deeper understanding of the traditional culture 
of the Sun Moon Lake Thao people. They also know how to change their habits to reduce 
the generation of disposable waste during the travel process and use their own hands to 
pick up the waste in front of them. Through the design of travel programs, let everyone 
understand the core spirit of sustainability from the process and support sustainability with 
practice. By Dec 2022, we estimate that tourists will reduce using 2-3% of disposable 
products. 
In addition, we will be promoting the GTS Seal and encouraging business owners in the area 
to use it. As of towards the public, we will be sharing the sustainability store and experience 
of Sun Moon Lake so that more consumers across the globe will know about this place. On 
the domestic side, we will try our best to persuade businesses to join us on the idea of 
sustainability. With the introduction of the GTS Seal, the stakeholders should feel that their 
sustainability operation has made some progress. 
We spent about NT$734,000 (EUR 24,000 ) on this year's experimental program, which was 
about NT$527,000 (EUR 17,000) for the system cooperation of the revolving cup loan and 
repayment system. We spent about NTD 55,000 (EUR 1,775) on the water store system 
cooperation, and we currently spend NTD 152,000 (EUR 4,900) on the series and trial 
operation of sustainable practices at the destination. 
This experimental plan is currently ongoing. In addition to the monthly monitoring of usage 
and waste, we will conduct a review in December and announce it to the public 
simultaneously. By utilising two sets of tools, the reusable cup and the tea offering set, we 
can analyse the users willing to participate in the plastic reduction campaign and find 
certain common traits. This data can be used as the primary target audience profile in 
future action plans. After repeating this analysis and making proper adjustments, other 
than effectively reducing the amount of waste, we will find more tourists willing to act 
responsibly. 



 
What were the qualitative and quantitative results of the good practice? 

Additional references 

P      

  

1.All Aboard for the Circular Economy!  
https://www.taiwan-panorama.com/en/Articles/Details?Guid=19cb97d9-0c98-4c87-be5f-
b6680df87efa&langId=3&CatId=9&postname=All%20Aboard%20for%20the%20Circular%20Economy%21-
Good%20to%20Go%20and%20Homeapp123 
Other references link : https://1drv.ms/u/s!Ai1T6bY6EvlXg4dH8sWJSC7DcKjVVA?e=Oc8sYN 
2.2022 SML Sustainable action plan- Good Neighbor Project  
3.[Circular Economy]2022 SML Reusable Cup Teaching 
4.2022  SML Free Drinking Water Station presentation 


